
Discussion Questions
Rescue At Lake Wild

Week 3 Readings

Chapter 17
1. Whom did the kids meet when they returned to the house after

collecting branches and plants to feed the kits? What did Madi think
of the person?

2. How did the kits act when they saw the willow branches and greens
that the kids had brought them?

3. How did Madi use technology to start her plan with the beaver kits?
Can you guess what she’s trying to trick the beaver kits into doing?

Chapter 18

1. Did Madi’s plan work?
2. What did the kids do with the beaver kits that afternoon? How did the

kits like it?

Chapter 19

1. Why did Jack question Mr. Archer?
2. What did Jack learn about Mr. Archer?
3. Why were Madi, Jack, and Aaron angry at the two kids they saw in

the ditch? What did Madi do with the little beaver kit they found?

Chapter 20

1. What happened when Madi introduced Xena to Phrag and Cooler?
2. What made Madi nervous when she took the kits swimming?
3. How did Cooler help Madi when her board got stuck on the wire fence

that was under the water?
4. Madi had a close call when her mom arrived home from work and

almost saw the beaver kits. Describe what happened.



Chapter 21

1. What did the kids put into the stream in order to convince beavers to
build their dam there?

Chapter 22

1. What did Madi, Jack, and Aaron discover by a pile of wood when they
arrived home?

2. Why did Madi’s blood turn to ice when she got to the clubhouse?

Chapter 23

1. When Madi realized that the kits were missing, she remembered a
time that she and Marley had gotten lost. How did she connect her
feelings to what the kits might be experiencing?

2. What types of dangers did Madi imagine that the beavers might have
to face out on their own?

Chapter 24

1. What did Lid do when they asked him to track the beavers?
2. What did Madi discover about Cal?
3. What surprised Madi at the end of the chapter?


